NJIT TAB Goes Virtual at the New York State Association of Conservation Commission Annual Conference

NJIT TAB met with Simon Skolnik, President of the New York State Association of Conservation Commissions (NYSACC). NYSACC is a non-profit organization that provides educational resources and forums to over 150 member municipal commissions throughout the 9 regions of NY. Land use is one of the major topics that NYSACC communities would like to focus on in future initiatives, and is looking forward to engaging NJIT TAB in providing educational forums and assistance to the member organizations in this regard.

On October 6, 2022, NJIT TAB had a resource table in the virtual immersive exhibition space at the NYSACC Annual Conference on the Environment using the Gather Town platform. NJIT TAB was also advertised as a Nonprofit Partner for the conference on their website. Using this platform, NJIT TAB was able to engage with table visitors using their webcams. NJIT provided visitors with materials about the TAB program, advertised the current EPA grant solicitations and training events, and other upcoming TAB events. The event drew over 175 attendees during the one-day event. The NJIT TAB resource table was open throughout the event, and staffed virtually during two session breaks by NJIT TAB.